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Founder’s Note
Dear Friends:
It has been an exciting year filled with projects, and I must thank
our donors large and small, everyone who follows and supports
our work, and those who remain connected to our work in
Mbour from close by and from the other side of the world. The
support of these and countless others, from Moms Against
Poverty, to IF! International Foundation, to the French American
School of San Francisco, to MSD Italia to the Cinco and Otto per
Mille programs, are what allows us to initiate projects like our
state-of-the-art maternity ward that opened this year, to support
our business development co-op, and to ensure the future of
Natangué in Mbour for years to come.
Since we’ve been working in Senegal, we’ve had many partners,
many contacts, but I’ve always maintained that the most
important starting point is to respect Senegal; to know where
we are working, and with whom we are working. The reality is,
in Senegal, the people can do everything without us, perfectly.
This is the philosophy upon which we’ve built Natangué.
Luigi and I have always felt as though, through our work,
we’ve always received more than we have given. This country,
Senegal, has affirmed this for us. Senegal has allowed us to
“spend” our age—we’re both 82 this year—in a meaningful way,
in a way that can leave a legacy. We only achieve this meaning
through collaborating with the government—with the Mayor
of Mbour, who generously gifts us land, with the Education
Inspectorate, who gives us teachers. We’ve been blessed to
build nearly one school per year in Mbour, and in the spirit of
continued collaboration, we hope to continue our work as long
as we can—and lay the groundwork to continue beyond and into
our collective future.
Many of the foundations for our future lie in the projects
elaborated in this year’s Annual Report. We take great pride in
sharing these accomplishments with you, and hope you enjoy
reading about them.
With love and solidarity,
Elena Malagodi
President, Natangué-Sénégal

Elena Malagodi with her husband,
Luigi di Giamberardino
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Top: Preschool students at the Coumba
Dinding Sonko School.
Middle: Georgetown University students
participated in agricultural activites in
January 2018, alongside Natangué US
Director Larson Holt (center) and Project
Manager Souleye Diouf (far left)
Bottom: The results of preschool art
classes at École Natangué.
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First Of Its
Kind:
Our Poste
de Santé
Maternity
Ward
In 2018, we started and finished our biggest
project yet, the Maternity Ward at the Poste de
Santé medical clinic in the Medina district.
When we first saw the clinic in 2017, it was
overflowing with patients looking for support
with a multitude of illnesses. In a neighborhood
with no hospitals, Poste de Santé Médine was
handling everything from infectious diseases
to expectant mothers. The close proximity of
ill patients to mothers and young children was
a source of distress for both our team and the
clinic staff, concerned that a virus might spread
to a newborn. The lack of space also increased
wait times at a location which, for some, was
the only healthcare facility they could access.
Our team sprung into action to design a

A mother with her 1-week old son awaiting care.

separate maternity ward building adjacent
to the clinic so mothers could have a safe
and sanitary place to receive examinations,
give birth, and care for their children. The
liberated space would provide more exam
and consultation rooms, reducing wait
times for visits and providing a better work
environment for doctors and nurses, who
were handling an average of three births a
day.
We’re incredibly thankful to our partners at
IF! International Foundation for funding this
critical project. Our maternity ward opened in
October to great acclaim, with the first births
happening within hours of its opening!

The recuperation room at the new Maternity Ward.
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Sustaining our
Co-Op, Furthering
a Friendship
In 2008, we launched what is, to this day, one of
our most impactful projects: our women’s
agribusiness co-op, or as we call it, the
Groupement d’Intérêt Économique (GIE)
des Femmes de Natangué. Thanks to the
leadership of the GIE’s President, Ndèye Marie
Diagne, we’ve seen incredible growth over the
past decade since the GIE opened.
Today, the GIE offers licensed training and
certification programs for hairdressing
and tailoring, and provides employment
opportunities for its graduates through the
co-op. Our agricultural fields now extend over
dozens of acres and engage workers from
our Zone Sonatel and neighboring Gandiol
community, and our on-site solar installation
makes the GIE carbon-neutral.
One of the GIE’s biggest challenges, however,
is the small size of the market for the elegant
goods crafted by the tailors we’ve mentored,
based on existing economic conditions in
Mbour. However, we’re thrilled to share that

Larson Holt, Natangué USA Director (left), with Delfarib Fanaie, CEO of MAP (center), and Mara Skov (Larson’s mother!)

The GIE sells handmade and handprinted goods to the
local—and soon, international—communties.

we’ve found a solution we’ll be exploring in
2019 with one of our most trusted allies.
Since 2015, we’ve had the fortune of working
alongside Moms Against Poverty (MAP), a
formidable nonprofit doing business in dozens
of communities around the world. MAP’s
network of generous donors has allowed us to
build three schools together: the preschool and
elementary school at Cheikh Amadou Lô, the
Sonko elementary school, and the Médine
Extension preschool.
When MAP approached us with the idea of
launching an online store that would support
the communities where they work, it seemed
like a match made in heaven. By marketing
our goods made in Senegal to a high-order
clientele across the world, the Shop@MAP
platform will help our co-op build its talents by
producing scarves, handkerchiefs, and totes,
among other products, from locally-sourced
silk and cotton.
MAP expects to launch its online store in
the summer of 2019, and we’re excited to
share with you when it goes live. A portion of
proceeds will go to our co-op, and a portion will
help MAP in its mission to improve education,
reduce hunger, and support orphans around
the world.
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2018 Financial Report
Expenses by Category: What did we spend our money on?

Expenses by Site: Where did we spend our money?
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Revenues by Source: Where did we source our funding from?

Our primary expenses in 2018
were in new construction. We
completed two large projects
in the growing Medina quarter
of Mbour: a maternity ward
at the Poste de Santé Médine
clinic, and a new preschool at
Médine Extension.

We continue to support the
needs of the schools we’ve
built over the past decades,
particularly in meal programs
for students. We also invest in
the Natangué Women’s Co-Op
to encourage local entrepreneurship and business
development.

We are proud to ensure that
administrative costs represent
only 5% of our annual budget.
Most of these expenses come
in the form of wages to local
Senegalese professionals
who manage our projects and
programs.

Treasurer’s Note
This was a typical year for Natangué-Sénégal,
with about two-thirds of our budget going
to new construciton projects. In addition
to the new infrastructure this provides, our
construction projects—all undertaken with local
labor and skilled contractors—generate jobs in
an economically challenged city.
In 2018, we began accepting donations of
stocks and securities, which helped us field
several large individual contributions.

We used these to expand our local
microfinancing and microgrant operations,
which you’ll see higher this year than in
previous years.
The largest benefactor of our activities this year
was the Poste de Santé medical clinic, where
we focused nearly half of our funds this year
and completed the maternity ward on schedule
and on budget.
We look forward to the opportunities and
challenges ahead of us for 2019!
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Modeling the
Future:
Building
EcoBricks with
Georgetown
University
In December 2017, Natangué-Senegal
piloted a project in which staff traveled with
a selected group of Georgetown University
students to teach the Mbour community about
sustainability through EcoBrick technology.
To build an EcoBrick, non-biodegradable
waste such as plastic bags, packaging, and
cellophane is collected from the surrounding
area and then packed into an empty plastic
water bottle using a wooden dowel. Once the
bottle is densely packed, the EcoBrick is sealed
with a bottle cap. Multiple EcoBricks can then
be adhered together with cob to create pieces
of furniture and even entire rooms and can be
used over and over again for new projects.
Based on the community’s needs, we decided
to build a planter and provided community
leaders with a handbook explaining the entire
process for future construction. Together, we
built over 150 EcoBricks using plastic waste that
we had found from the beach and around the
neighborhood.
A traditional method of dissolving waste in
Senegal is to burn it, which not only pollutes
the air and waterways but also can lead to
respiratory problems for members of the
community.

Top: Natangué School Principal Marie Diagne shows an
EcoBrick to elementary school students.
Above: Natangué USA Vice President Jaclyn Lee with the
finished EcoBrick planter.

Through EcoBricks, we hope to empower
the community to independently further
sustainable innovation for current and future
generations long that not only repurposes their
waste but also prevents harm to their health.

